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I Try To Remember Where I Come From out now on Clean Feed Records

Jonah Parzen-Johnson - jonah@jonahpj.com
Saxophonist, Electronic Musician, Educator

Artist Information
Label: Clean Feed Records
Genre: Jazz/Experimental/Electronic
Based In: Brooklyn NY
Instrumentation: Solo Baritone
Saxophone & Analog Synthesizer

Sounds Like: The emotionally evocative
nature of folk music melded with the
chilling power of experimental and
ambient textures. All performed live on
analog instruments without loops or
overdubs.

Website: jonahpj.com

to the listener. In July 2017, Jonah released
his third full length solo album, ‘I Try To
Remember Where I Come From’ (Clean
Feed). The release has been described as,
“haunted by abstraction but guided by a
compassionate pulse,” (New York Times), as
it, “vividly channels free-jazz with elements
of improvisation and composition, combining
to create a sustained meditative mood,
transporting listeners to another world.”
(Downbeat Magazine).

include shows at The Stone in New York
NY, Constellation in Chicago IL, Suoni Per il
Popolo festival in Montreal, and the Creative
Music Guild Improvisors Summit in Portland
OR. Along with playing solo, he is a coleader of Brooklyn Afrobeat outfit, Zongo
Junction, and an active part of Brooklyn
NY’s independent and experimental music
communities. He has appeared as a
sideman with, Kenny Werner, Randy Brecker,
Lenny Pickett, Adia Victoria, This Is The Kit,
and Ex Reyes. Jonah has a Bachelor’s of
Music from NYU, and a Master’s of Music
from The Manhattan School of Music. In
addition to performing, Jonah is a busy
instructor with, a full studio of private
students, weekly classroom instruction, and
guest master classes at schools including
Oberlin and Princeton.

Facebook: facebook.com/jonahbaritone
Bandcamp: jonahpj.bandcamp.com
Youtube: youtube.com/jonahpj

Biography
Jonah Parzen-Johnson, a resident of Brooklyn
NY, plays music for solo baritone saxophone
and analog synthesizer. Imagine the raw
energy of an Appalachian choir, balanced
by a fearlessly exposed saxophone voice,
resting on a unique combination of analog
synthesizer components sitting on the floor
in front of him. It all breathes together,
as he uses his feet to weave square and
sawtooth waves into a surging base for folk
inspired saxophone melodies, overblown
multi phonics, and patiently developed
circular breathing passages. Every element
is performed and recorded live, solo,
without any looping, overdubbing or
recorded samples. It is music with texture,
and depth, but most of all, it is direct and
grounded in performance. Jonah remains
deeply committed to music that connects

A Chicago native, Jonah’s circular breathing,
multi-phonics and inclusively experimental
style owe a debt to the Chicago saxophone
legacy, but his devotion to a quirky almost
vocal approach places him in new territory
for the instrument. Since 2012, Jonah has
toured over 40 thousand miles, by himself,
across the US and Canada. Highlights
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Venue Highlights
The Mothlight - Asheville NC
Metro Gallery - Baltimore MD
Pioneer Works - Brooklyn, NY
Knitting Factory - Brooklyn, NY
Union Pool - Brooklyn NY
Silent Barn - Brooklyn, NY
Calvin College - Ceder Rapids, MI
Constellation - Chicago, IL
Hungry Brain - Chicago IL

Elastic Arts - Chicago IL
The Velvet Lounge - Chicago IL
New Ghosts Series - Cleveland OH
Trinosophes - Detroit MI
Bootleg Theater - Los Angeles CA
Ice House - Minneapolis MN
Casa Del Popolo - Montreal QC
La Plante - Montreal, QC
The Stone - New York NY

Machines With Magnets - Providence, RI
Oberlin College - Oberlin, OH
Milkboy - Philadelphia PA
CMG Improvisors Summit - Portland OR
The Pilot Light - Knoxville TN
Center For New Music - San Francisco CA
Wayward Music Series - Seattle WA
The Royal Room - Seattle WA
Ratio - Toronto, ON

Masterclasses
Until You’re Famous: Building A Sustainable Income
Stream As A Musician While Laying The Groundwork For
Maximum Impact As a Solo Act

Touring with Electronics: How to Effectively, Write,
Record, Tour and Perform Using Electronics with Acoustic
Instruments In a Live Setting

60 minute presentation + student Q & A

60 minute presentation + student performance and critique

As a student, it is common to attend master classes by top tier
musicians about approaches to performance, and composition,
but this view from the top approach often gloss over an important
question: How do I build a life in music without the name
recognition and career experience that established musicians
benefit from? In this workshop, I will lay out a set of tools and
objectives that I have used to establish sustainable revenue
sources, while at the same time building a foundation for name
recognition, and a solo career with maximum financial and
time efficiency. It’s 100% possible to support yourself through
music, while making your way up the ladder of name recognition
connected to a successful solo career.

When I first started playing saxophone with electronics, I spent
months choosing the best pedals and synthesizer components.
But as soon as I started touring, I discovered that when it came
to everything from sound checks and monitoring to flying and
repairs, electronics presented a set of logistical challenges
that I had never considered. My electronics are as much of an
instrument as my saxophone, and when you spend every night
walking on stage in venues you’ve never been to, put your
instrument on the floor, and then spend an hour stomping on it,
contingency plans are a good idea. In this workshop, I offer a set
of best practices for writing, recording, touring, and performing
with electronics in a flexible, sustainable, and consistent way,
night after night.

